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Crystal-field analysis of the magnetization process in a series of Nd2Fet4B-type compounds
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A systematic study of the magnetic properties of a series of RzFel4B (R denotes a rare-earth ele-
ment) compounds has been made using a combined molecular-field and crystalline-electric-field
(CEF) approximation. The Hamiltonian for an R ion is (in units of pz) %& ——kL S+AcE&
+2S.H +(L+2S) H, ~here AcEF is the CEF Hamiltonian and H is the molecular field acting
on the R ion due to the Fe-R exchange interaction. We have calculated the spin structure and mag-
netization curves using the Racah method, taking the excited Imultiplets into account. The experi-
mental results are explained satisfactorily in terms of almost the same CEF parameters. For the
heavy-R compounds the Stevens method can be applied. The sixth-order CEF parameters are in-

dispensable to explain the anomalous magnetization increase observed in the Sm compound and the
first-order magnetization process (POMP) observed in the Nd and Pr compounds. The excited J
multiplets are shown to have an appreciable influence on the FOMP.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently magnetic properties of R2Fe,4B (R denotes a
rare-earth element) compounds have been studied exten-
sively in connection with the Nd-Fe-B permanent mag-
net. ' The R2Fe&4B compounds have a tetragonal struc-
ture with space group P42 jmnm. ' Since the ferromag-
netic Curie temperatures of R2Fe, 4B are nearly the same
as that of Y2Fe,„B (Refs. 4—7) which contains only Fe as
magnetic ions, the magnetic ordering is presumed to be
dominated mostly by the strong Fe-Fe exchange interac-
tion. In general the magnetic moments of R and Fe are
parallel in the light-R compounds and antiparallel in the
heavy-R compounds because of the antiferromagnetic ex-
change interaction between the spin magnetic moments
of R and Fe. In some cases, however, the moments be-
come noncollinear since the R moments exhibit a large
magnetic anisotropy due to the crystalline electric field
(CEF). The anisotropy of Ce2Fe, zB (Ref. 8) and
Gd2Fe, 4B (Ref. 9) is similar to that of the Y compound,
because Ce is in the tetravalent state in the compound,
losing 4f electrons, and Gd has no orbital moment. The
Fe-R exchange interaction is weaker than the Fe-Fe in-
teraction but much stronger than the R-R interaction.
Hence, the R-R exchange interaction may be neglected.
A wide variety of magnetic properties of this series of
compounds arises from the magnetic R ion being subject-
ed simultaneously to CEF and an Fe-R exchange field.

In the compounds with Nd, and Ho, the magnetiza-
tion vectors at 0 K are tilted from the c axis at about 32
and 23', respectively. The tilting angles of the two com-
pounds decrease monotonically with increasing tempera-
ture, and become zero at 135 K and 58 K, respectively.
In the compounds with Er, ' Tm, and Yb, " the mag-
netization vectors lie in the c plane at low temperatures,
and the directions change to the c axis at 323, 315, and
115 K, respectively. These temperatures are called the
spin-reorientation (SR) temperatures ( T, ). In the Sm

compound, ' ' the magnetization vector lies in the c
plane up to (at least) 450 K, while those of the Pr,
Tb, 6'3'4 and Dy (Refs. 13 and 14) compounds are paral-
lel to the c axis up to the Curie temperature.

From the magnetization measurements it has become
clear that the anisotropy energies of the Sm, Tb, and Dy
compounds are so large that a magnetic field of about 150
kOe is insufficient to saturate the magnetization in the
hard direction even at room temperature. On the other
hand, for the compounds with Pr, Nd, Ho, Er, and Tm a
lower field is sufficient to saturate the magnetization in
the hard direction at room temperature. The apparent
saturation values, however, are different between the easy
and hard directions. At low temperatures the anisotropy
energies of this series are so large that an extremely high
field is necessary to examine the magnetization process.
For the compounds with Ho, Er, and Tm the magnetiza-
tion curve in the hard direction increases monotonically
without any indication of saturation up to 145 kOe, and
is expected to cross the magnetization curve in the easy
direction above 150 kOe at 4.2 K.

Pareti et al. ' observed the first-order magnetization
process (FOMP) in the Nd compound with pulsed high
magnetic fields applied in the c plane without specifying
the direction in the c plane. Kajiwara et al. ' ' reexam-
ined the magnetization process in this compound and
found no anomalous magnetization in the [110]direction
up to 300 kOe, while in the [100]direction the magnetiza-
tion jump was observed at about 170 kOe at 77 K.
Hiroyoshi et al. ' observed the FOMP in the Pr com-
pound in the [100] and [110]directions at about 130 and
160 kOe, respectively, at 4.2 K.

A Hamiltonian to describe an R ion in a CEF is con-
ventionally written as

cEF X ~n On
n, m

within the ground I multiplet, where 0„ is Stevens
operator' and 8„ is CEF coefficient. The directions of
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magnetization vectors of the Pr, Sm, Tb, Dy, Er, Tm, and
Yb compounds at low temperatures and those of the Nd
and Ho compounds above T, are consistent with the sign
of the second-order CEF coefficients Bz (Refs. 4 and 20)
expected from the CEF caused by R + point charges. It
is, therefore, expected that a CEF Hamiltonian which in-
cludes the higher terms beyond Bz can explain the wide
variation in magnetic properties of this series. Some
work has been done in this framework. ' ' '

In Sec. II we present a general formulation of the prob-
lem, including excited J multiplets of the R ions. A pro-
cedure for the calculation of the spin structure and mag-
netization is described. In Sec. III the qualitative results
are given for a case in which the Fe-R exchange interac-
tion is much stronger than the CEF potential of an R ion.
In Sec. IV the results of calculation for the spin structure
and magnetization process are quantitatively shown and
compared with experimental results. A discussion about
the inhuence of the excited Jmultiplets on the magnetiza-
tion process is given in Sec. V, especially on the FOMP
observed in the Nd and Pr compounds.

II. FORMULATION

The crystal structure of R2Fe&4B is shown in Fig. 1,
where the Fe ion sites are omitted for clarity. ' There
are two crystallographic sites f and g for R ions, which

I

[oo I]

Q)i = R(f)) =R( I )

S~=R~f&) =R(2)

e, =R~g, i =R~~i

82 = R(Q~) = Rt 4 )

=B

io I03

r Y

~e a

= X (1001

are further subdivided magnetically into f, , f2, gi, and

g2 sites. Therefore, it is necessary to deal with a spin sys-
tem composed of four R ions and 28 Fe ions, i.e.,
2R2Fe, 4B. Since the CEF of the R ion has an ortho-
rhombic symmetry, the Hamiltonian describing the CEF
potential of the R (i) ion at the ith site (i =1—4 denoting
f„f2,g, ,g2 ) is expressed by

FlG. l. Chemical unit cell of R,Fe,48. Four R-ion sites f„fz, g, , and gz are designated by symbols Q ~, (Dz, E3~, and E3z, «-
spectively, and B ions by . Fe ions are omitted.

&CEF(i. ) = A z (i) g (3z~ rj )+ A z (i) g 2xiy—
~ + A 4(i }g (35zj 30rj zj +—3r~ )

J J J

+A4 (i) g(7zj —
r~ )2x yj+A4(i. }g(x —6x yj~+y )+A6(i) g(231z —315r z +105r z —Sr )

J J J

+A6 (i) g(33z —18r z +r )2x y +A6(i) g (llz —r )(x —6x y +y )

J J

+ A6 (i) g (6x~y —20x y +6x~y~'),
J

(2)

where the summation j is over all the 4f electrons. The
A„are the coeScients of the spherical harmonics of the
CEF. Owing to the symmetry of the crystal structure,
the following relations hold between the R (1) and R (2)
ions

A„ (1)=—A„ (2) (n =2,4, 6), A 6 (1)=—A 6 (2),
(3)

and

Bm g ( n) mA (5)

where 8„ is the Stevens factors a, P, y for n=2, 4,6, re-
spectively, and (r") the average of r" over the radial
wave function of the 4f electrons. Then the Hamil-
tonian to describe the whole system is given by' ' ' (in
units of ps )

and similar relations between the R (3) and R (4) ions are
also obtained.

4

(Ri) +28K (0T)sin 8—28mo(T) H, (6)

R(z ) ~CEF(l )+2(gJ —1 )J.Hm +gJJ.H (7)
A. Hamiltonian for the lowest Jmultiplet

+B4( )O4+B —6(.)O —6 (4)

Within the lowest J multiplet the CEF Hamiltonian is
simply given by Eq. (1), i.e.,

&cEF(i)=Bz(i)Oz+Bz (i)Oz +B4(i)04+B4 (i)04

+B4(i)04+B6(i)06+B6 (i)06

where mo( T) is the magnetic moment of an Fe ion at tem-
perature T, H the external magnetic field, Ko(T} the uni-
axial anisotropy energy per Fe ion, 0 the angle between
mo and the [001] direction, and H the molecular field
(antiparallel to mo) due to the Fe-R exchange interaction
acting on the reference R ion with J and gJ. The Y com-
pound, which contains only Fe ions as magnetic ions,
suggests that the Fe sublattice in R2Fe, 48 is dominated
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mostly by the strong Fe-Fe interaction, so that it is
reasonable to assume that the Fe-R exchange interaction
does not affect the Fe sublattice very much. Therefore,
the temperature dependence of Eo and mo in the R com-
pounds is assumed to be identical with that in Y2Fe,4B,
although the temperature scale must, of course, be renor-
malized depending on the magnitude of the Curie tem-
perature.

Since the interplay of H and B„ is important in

RzFe, ~B, the eigenvalues of the &„(i)are obtained by di-

agonalizing the (2J+1)X(2J+1)matrix in the
I
J,M)

representation. The calculation of the matrix elements
(J,M I&„(i) J,M') is straightforward because the
operator 0„ is expressed in terms of J+ ——J„+iJ
and J, . For example, 02 ——3J, —J(J+1), Oz ——(J+
—J2 )l2i, etc.

The equilibrium state of the system is determined by
the following procedure. The directions (8,4) of an
external magnetic field and (8,$) of the magnetic mo-
ment of the Fe ion are taken as shown in Fig. 2. The ei-
genvalues and eigenfunctions of Az(i) for a given (8,$)
are obtained by diagonalizing the (2J+ 1)X(2J+ 1) ma-
trix of m, (i)

[00I)
z

= Y t:OIO]

X
C I 00

m;r= —g(i, s
I J& Ii, s)gJexp[ E,(i)—lkT)!Z(i)

s MM'

(y =x,y, z)

aJM'(i)tt J~(&')( J,M'
I Jr I

J,M )gJ

X exp[ E, (i ) /—k T] /Z ( i) .

FIG. 2. Schematic representation of an external field

H=(H, 8,4), magnetic moment of an Fe ion ma=(lifo 0 P)
and molecular field H which is antiparallel to mo, i.e.,
—H =(H, 0,$).

A„(i}
I
i,s)=E,(i)

I
i, s), s =1,2, . . . , 2J+1

Iis)=XaJM IJM) g IuJM I'=1
M M

The free energy of the system is given by

4

F ( H, H, T) = kT g lnZ ( i) +—28KO ( T)sin 8

(8)
The spin structure of R 2Fe,4B at any temperature is
determined when the calculation is made for 0=0. The
magnetic moment of the system (2RzFe, 4B) along the
field direction is given by

M (H ) =28m n( T)[sine sin80cos(4 —$0)+cose cos80]
4

+ g [m;„sine cos4+ I; sine sin@+ m, ,cose] .

—28mo(T) H, (12}

2J+1
Z(i)= g exp[ E,(i)lkT] .—

s=l

Then we find the equilibrium direction of the molecular
field (80,$0), which makes the free-energy minimum, i.e.,

B. Hamiltonian including excited Jmultiplets

Next, we consider a more general treatment for the
system in which excited J multiplets are also taken into
account. ' The general Hamiltonian for an R (i) ion
is given by

4

F(6,4, 8o, po, H, T) = kT g lnZ(i)+2—8KO(T)sin 8O
&Jt(i)=AL S+&cE.F(i)+2S H +(L+2S) H, (13)

—28m 0( T)H [sinesin8~cos(4 —Po)

+cosecos0, ] .

The magnetic moments of R (i) ions are thus given by

U„(8,$),
L

Eq. (2) is expressed by

instead of Eq. (7). Here &cE„(i) is given by Eq. (2) in-

stead of Eq. (4). The matrix elements of &cE„can be cal-
culated using the tensor-operator technique developed by
Racah. ' In terms of the spherical harmonics

1/2

Y„(8,$)= (14)
4m.

A'cEF ——A z g r 2U2(8J, Q )+tA2 g rJ ( ,')' [U2 (—8J,QJ ) —U2(8J, QJ)]+ A4 g rJ8U4(8J. , QJ}
J 1 J

+i A4 g r, 2( —,
')'J [U4 (8,$ ) —U4(8, $, )]+A4 gr, 4( —,', )'J [U4 (0, , 8, )+U (0 4$ J)]

J J

+ A6 g r 16U (86p J)+Ji A6 g rJ 16( ~~~~ ) [U6 (0J., QJ) —U6(8j, pJ )]
J J

+ A 6 g r, ,', l4'J [U6 (8,$, )+—U6(8J,Q )]+iA6 g r, 16(—„', )' [U6 (0J,QJ ) —U6(8, $J )] .
J
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The LSJM matrix elements of g r"U„(8,4tl ) are given by

(4f",L,S,J,M
I g r,"U„(0,$ )

I
4f",L,S,J', M'

&

J

J J' n L L n
=( —1 )

+ + [(2J + 1 )(2J'+ 1 )]' M M,
'

J J, S '(4f, L,SIIU„II4f ",L,S &(r"&, (16)
L

where the large parentheses and large curly brackets denote the Wigner 3j and 6j symbols, respectively, and ( If U„ lf &

is the reduced matrix element given in Table I. Within the ground LS multiplet the reduced matrix element ( If U„ ff &

does not depend on J and M. The final form of the CEF Hamiltonian for the ground LS multiplet is expressed by

&cE„=C2U(2,0)+iC2 [U(2, —2) —U(2, 2)]+C4U(4, 0)+iC4 [U(4, —2) —U(4, 2)]+C4[U(4, —4)+ U(4, 4)]

~C6U(6, 0)+iC6 [U(6, —2) —U(6, 2)]+C6[U(6, —4)+ U(6, 4}]+iC6 [U(6, —6)—U(6, 6)],
where the matrix element of U(n, m ) is given by

J J' n L L n
(LSJM

I
U() ILSJM&:(1)++[(2J+1)(2J+1)]

(17}

The relations between C„and A„(B„)are given by

c2 ——A 2 (r &2( ff U2 ff & =B&2( If U2II & /a. ,

C2
' = A 2

'
& r ' &(-', }'"

& ll Uz II & =B2
'(-', }'"

& ll Uz II & «
C', = A', (r'&g& IIU, II & =B',g(IIU, II &/&,

C '=A '&r'&2(-')' '(IIU ff&=B '2( —')'"& IIU, II&/P,

C4= A4&r" &4( —,', }'"&IIU411 & =B44( —,', }'"&IIU411 &/~

C =A (r &16( ffU ff
&=B 16( ffU6ff &/7',

C6 ' = A 6
'

&
r' &16( —,.', &'"

& ll U6ll & =B6 '16(+0, )
'"

& ll U6ll & /7'

C,'= A,'&r'& —,', 14'"& IIU6ff &=B6—'14'"& IIU611 &/)'

c '= A6 '&r'&16( —„', }'"&!IU6ll & =B6 '16&+21)'"&IIU6II &/7'

where the second expression for C6 expressed in terms of B6 is used only when 7'@0.
The Stevens factor 8„ for a given J multiplet is expressed by

8„=(—1) + + 2"(2J+1) — ' '

J J S (f",S,LIIU„'fff",S,L &, n =2,4, 62J+n +1! (20)

TABLE I. Reduced matrix elements of the lowest SL term of the R'+ ions. The upper sign corresponds to the upper ion of each
pair. Our definitions differ by numerical factors from those of Ref. 29 {table of reduced matrix elements in Ref. 29 contains some er-
rors).

R +

Ce'+
Yb3+

Pr'+
Tm'+

Nd +

Er'+
Pm'+
Ho'+
Sm'+
Dy'+
Eu'+
Tb'+

fk

fl
f 13

f2

f 12

f3

f 11

f4
f 10

f'
f9
f6
f8

2$+ 1L

F

&sLIIU, ffsL, & &sLIIU, ffsc &

+ 2( 7
)
I/2

15

+ —,
' [(2)(11)(13)/(15)]'"

+( 14 )1/2
11

+ —,
' [(2)(13)/(11)]'"

+—,
' [(2)(11)(13)/(15)]'" +—,[(2)(13)/(11)]' '

+2( 7
)

1/2
15 + (

14 )1/2
11

+ [(2)(7)(13)/(3)(11)(15)]'~ + [(4)(7)(13)(17)/(3)2(11)]'~

+[(2)(7)(13)/(3)(11)(15)]'" +[(4)(7)(13)(17)/(3)'(1 1 )']'"

&sI. II U, flsi, &

+ 10[(7)/(3)(11)(13)]'/2

+—", [(5)(17)/( 3)(11)(13)]'"

+ —', , [(17)(19)/(3)'(11)(13)]''

+ —",

, [(17)(19)/(13)'(11)(13)]'"

+ —", [(5)(17)/(3)(11)(13)]'"

+10[(7)/(3)(11)(13)]'"
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General expressions for the matrix elements of the Stevens operators O„are simply given by

1/2
(2J+3)!(J,M

I 02 I
J,M'& =( —1) +

(2J —2)~ —M M' m
(21a)

(J M
I 04

I

J M & =( —1)'+M— (21b)

1/2 J J 6
'

( J,M
I
06

I
J,M'& =( —l lJ+M— (21c)

The matrix elements of the spin-orbit term in the Hamiltonian ~„(i)are given by

(L,S,J,M
I

AL S
I
L,S,J', M'

& =EJ5JJ 5MM, ,

where

(22)

EJ = —[J(J+1) L(L +—1)—S(S+1)]
2

(23)

is the energy of the J multiplet state designated by +'LJ. The nondiagonal J, J ~1 matrix elements of S (y=x,y, z)
are given by

'

&J+I M IS, I
J,M&=f(L, S,J,M),

' 1/2

(/+1, M+1
I S„

I

J M & =+ ,'f (L,S J—M)
(J +M 4-1)(J—M +1)

' 1/2

(J + 1,M+1
I

S
I
J,M & = f (L,S,J,—M)

2
' ' (J+M+1)(J—M+1)

(J +L +S +2)( —J +S+L)(J +S L+1)(J+—L —S+ 1)(J +M +1)(J —M + 1)
4(J +1)'(2J +1)(2J+3)

(24)

The following relations hold between the matrix elements
of S& and L~:

(J+1,M'
I Ly I

J,M &= —( J+.1,M'
I Sy I

J,M & . (25)

—5S;y= —g g g aj M (i)aJM(i)( J M'
I S, I

J M &

s JJ' MM'
(J~J')

X exp[ E,(i)lkT]—IZ(i), (29)

The eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the R (i) ion are
obtained by diagonalizing the QJ (2J+1)X QJ (2J+1)
matrix of &11(i), given by Eq. (13), as Z(i)=

g~ 12J +11

exp[ E,(i)lkT] .—
s =1

(30)

%21(i)
I
i,s)=E, (i)

I
i,s), s =1,2, . . . , g (2J+1)

J

rr I'JM I

='
J M J M

(26)

The first term, m(J), of the second line in Eq. (27)
represents the magnetic moment which belongs to each J
multiplet. The second term, —5S, represents the magnet-
ic moment arising from the intermultiplet interactions.

= g m, (J)—5S, , )/=x, y, z
J

(27)

instead of Eq. (11),where

m, (J)= —g g aJM. (i)aJM(i )(J,M'
I Jy I

J,M &gJ
s MM'

(28)X exp[ E, (i }Ik T]IZ (i )—,

The equilibrium state of the system is determined by the
same procedure as used for the case in which only the
ground J multiplet was taken into account.

The magnetic moments of R (i) ions are given by

m; = —g (i, s
I
J +S

I
i, s)exp[ E,(i)lkT]lZ(i)—

III. QUALITATIVE RESULTS: SPIN STRUCTURE
AND ANISOTROPY CONSTANT

Since the interplay of H and /I„(8„}is important in

R2Fe&4B, we treat them as adjustable parameters to ex-
plain the observed results. To understand the role of
each term in the CEF Hamiltonian we consider a simple
case in which the exchange energy of Fe-R interaction is
much larger than the CEF potential energy of an R ion.
Thus all the moments are collinear. We employ Eq. (4)
for the CEF Hamiltonian within the ground J multiplet.
Since the quantization axis coincides with mo (antiparal-
lel to H ), the anisotropy energy of the R ion is ex-
pressed by
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where

f2(J)=J(J ——,
' ),

fg(J) =J(J——,
' )(J —1)(J——,

' ),
(33a)

(33b)

f6(J)=J(J Y1)(J 1)(J 23)(J 2)(J ~5), (33c)

E,„(8,$)=(J,M =+J
~
%z

~
J,M =+J)—const, (31)

where M = —J or =+J for light R or heavy R, respec-
tively. The expectation value of the B„O„ term is given

by

B. &J M=+J IO. 1»M=+J&

=B„f„(J)F„(8)G (P), (32)
0

Cl

0

0 -1

Ec

15

10

0

O

-5

-10E4

-15

Fz(8)= —3sin 8,
F2 (8)=sin 8,
F4(8)=35 sin 8—40sin 8,
F4 2(8)= —7sin 8+6sin 8,
F~(8}=sin 8,
F6(8)= —231sin 8+378sin 8—168sin 8,
F& (8)=33sin 8—48sin 8+15sin 8,
Fs(8)= —11 sin 8+10sin 8,

(8)=sin 8,
Go(P) =1,
G2((t)) =sin2$,

G4(P) =cos4$,

Gs(P)=sin6$ .

(34a)

(34b)

(34c}

(34d}

(34e)

(34f)

(34g)

(34h)

(34i)

(34j)

(34k)

(341}

(34m)

=K, sin 8+Kzsin 8+K3sin 8cos4$

+K4sin 8+Kssin 8cos4$,

where

(35)

K )
———3f2B2 40f4B4 —168f6B—6,

Kp 35f4B4+378f6B——6,
K3 f4B4+ 10f6B6q, ——

K4 = —231f6Bo6,

Ks= —1lf6B6 .

(36a)

(36b}

(36c)

(36d)

(36e)

The B„O„(n=2,4,6) and B6 06 terms are canceled
out owing to the relations Bz (1)= B2 (2), —
B2 (3)=—Bz(4), etc.

The functions F„(8)are shown in Fig. 3.
Thus the anisotropy energy per R ion is given by

E,„(8,$)
4

=(J,M=+ J
~ g JVcE&(i)

~
J,M =+J)l4—const

-20

30 60
8 (der))

90

FIG. 3. The 8 dependence of the expectation value of the
Stevens operator 0„. (0„)=f„(J)F„(8)G (P} a, F2(8).; b,

Fz '(8); c, F4(8); d, F, (8); e, F~(8); f, F06(8}; g, F6 '(8); h,

F6(8); i, F6 (0).

The phenomenological expression identical with Eq.
(35) is often used to interpret experimental results. It is,
however, correct only in the limiting case of large H
that the anisotropy constants K; can be expressed analyti-
cally in terms of the CEF coefficients B„. In spite of the
limited condition, an examination of the large H case is
useful to understand the role of individual CEF term.

The easy direction of magnetization is determined usu-

ally by K, in Eq. (35). As seen from Eq. (36a) a negative

B2 is favorable for the easy c axis and a positive one for
the easy c plane. Since the CEF strength A 2 arising from
positive R + charges are positive in R 2Fe,48, signs of the
Stevens factor a have explained the experimental results
that magnetization vectors lie in the c axis for the Pr, Nd
(above T, ), Tb, Dy, and Ho (above T, ) compounds and in

the c plane for the Sm, Er, Trn, and Yb compounds below
T'

Although K2 and K3 are expressed in terms of B4 and

B4, respectively, in the approximation mentioned above,
the situation is not so simple in R2Fe, 4B. When the mag-
nitude of CEF energy is not very large relative to the Fe-
R exchange energy, the B2 term does not always vanish.
As can be seen from Eqs. (32), (34b), and (34k), the mag-
netic moment of R ion lies either in the [110] or in the
[110]direction, depending on the sign of B2 . It is ex-
pected in the case of easy plane anisotropy that the four
R moments together with the 28 Fe moments form a non-
collinear spin structure via the Fe-R exchange interac-
tion, as shown schematically in Fig. 4. The resultant
magnetization is parallel to the [100]direction. This non-
collinear spin structure is expected for the Sm, Er, Trn,
and Yb compounds. In fact, it has been confirmed for the
Tm compound by neutron diffraction. Thus the
B2 Oz term gives rise to the fourfold anisotropy energy
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in the c plane, and is probably larger than that of the
B404 term.

IV. QUANTITATIVE RESULTS: SPIN STRUCTURE
AND MAGNETIZATION PROCESS

On the basis of the qualitative consideration made in
the preceding section, we have solved Eq. (6) numerically.
The computation was made with the ACOS-1000 at
Tohoku University. The main task is the diagonalization
of matrices of %z(i) given by Eqs. (7) and (13). For ex-
ample, we consider a case in the Tm (J=6) compound to
which an external field is applied along the [001] direc-
tion at low temperatures. To determine the equilibrium
direction Oo (go=0 in this case) of the Fe ion within an
accuracy 580——0.3', we need to repeat the calculation of
the free energy 30 to 40 times. For each time four 13X 13
matrices of &it(i) (i =1—4} must be diagonalized even
when only the ground Jmultiplet is taken into account.

Although there are many CEF parameters for an R
ion, the parameters of different R ions can be related to
each other, since A„(i) in Eq. (2) is nearly the same in all
cases because of the almost identical lattice parameters.
Of course, B„(i)and C„(i) are different for different R,
as can be seen in Eqs. (5) and (19), respectively. In the
previous work we used a ratio defined by

B„(i)
bm( ~

)
B„~(i)

C„(i)
C„p(i)

A„(i}
i =1,2, 3,4, (37)

A„(i)
where B„~(i) [C„(i) and A„(i) also] is a calculated

FIG. 4. Noncollinear spin structure in the (001) plane of
R2Fel4B: (a) R =Sm, (b) R =Er,Tm, Yb.

CEF coefficient arising from the point charges of the five
nearest R + ions only. The values of A„~(i) for the Nd
compound are given in Table II. The value of A„(R)
for each R compound is obtained by the re-
lation A„(R)=A„(Nd)(aNd/az )"+', where an't is the
lattice constant of R2Fe,4B. From the symmetry of
the CEF it is obvious that b„(l)=b„(2)=b„(f) and
b„(3)=b„(4)=b„(g) . For simplicity we assumed
b„(f)=b„(g)—:b„. For the heavy R compounds
(R =Tb, Dy, Ho, Er, and Tm), the magnetization curves
and the spin reorientation (SR) were explained almost
satisfactorily within the ground J rnultiplet in terms of
the same set of parameters, that is, H = 145 K,
b2 ——0.15, bz ——0.2, and b~ =4 (m =0, —2, 4).2

The possible set of parameters is not unique, but there
are many other choices. The above magnetization curves
can be reproduced by the same CEF parameters for f and

g sites, that is, by assuming A„(f)= A„(g):—A„. In or-
der to reconcile with the above assumption of b™(f)
=b„(g)=b„, we have to assume A„=b„[A„~(f)
+ A„~(g)]/2. However, in the present work, for simpli-
city, we assumed that b„ is redefined by

b n

A„(i )
i =1,2.

A„(i)
(38)

The CEF and molecular field parameters, A„(b„)and
H, used in the present work are given in Table III.

A. R2Fe&4B with heavy R elements

For the compounds of heavy R (R=Tb, Dy, Ho, Er,
and Tm), the magnetization curves and spin reorientation
are explained almost satisfactorily within the ground J
multiplet in terms of the same set of parameters given in
Table III, that is, H =145 K, b, =0.15, b, =0.2,
b4 ——2, b6 ———20, and b6 = —25. The calculated and
observed magnetization curves are shown in Fig. 5, and
the SR temperatures are listed in Table IV. For the Ho
compound, the spin tilting angle of about 23' from the c
axis at 4.2 K (Ref. 5) is also well reproduced. Although
there are no measurements on single crystals of the Yb
compound, the result of calculation is also shown in Fig.
5 for reference. For all the heavy R compounds except
R =Ho, the observed results can also be reproduced satis-
factorily in terms of only the two parameters Bz and B2

as described previously for the Tm compound. In that
work we assumed that the temperature dependence of
Ko(T) is proportional to [mo( T)] . The present work
used the observed Ko(T) of the Y compound which has a
maximum at about 300 K. This anomalous behavior of
Ko(T) has an influence on the calculated value of T, .

TABLE II. Calculated CEF coefficients A„(in units of Ka 0 ", ao: Bohr radius) for f, and g, sites of Nd2je, 4B arising from the
point charges of the only five nearest R + ious. The signs of A„~ (n=2,4,6} and A6 for fi and g2 sites are opposite to those for f,
and g& sites, respectively.

Site

1970
2640

A 2,p

—2270
795

0
A4p

—6.13
—9.54

A 4,p

18.6
—7.67

4
A4p

—23.6
16.1

A

0.0460
0.0808

A 6,p

—0.245
0.139

4
A6

0.199
—0.239

A 6,p

—0.838
—1.69
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TABLE III. CEF and molecular field parameters A„(in units of Kao ") and H {K)of R2Fe&4B used in the present work. The
value in parentheses is the ratio given by b„"=A„ /A„„where A„, is the CEF coefficient for f, site given in Table 11.

Pr

Nd

Sm

Tb

Dy

Ho

Er

Tm

Yb

(b2)

295
(0.15)

295
(0.15)

297
(0.15)

300
(0.15)

302
(0.15)

302
(0.15)

303
(0.15)

303
(0.15)

303
(0.15)

454
{0.2)

—454
(0.2)

—458
(0.2)

—462
(0.2)

—467
(0.2)

—467
(0.2)

—471
(0.2)

—471
(0.2)

—471
(0.2)

A 04 A4
(b', ) (b )

—12.3
(2.0)

—12.3
(2.0)

—12.4
(2.0)

—12.6
(2.0)

—12.7
(2.0)

—12.7
(2.0)

—12.8
(2.0)

—12.8
(2.0)

—12.8
(2.o)

A4,

(b4) {be)

—6.89
( —150)

—.1.84
( —40)

—7.95
( —170)

—0.958
( —20)

—0.973
( —20)

—0.973
( —20)

—0.980
( —20)

—0.980
( —20)

—0.980
( —20)

—14.7
(60)

9.80
( —40)

A4,

(b.')

—29.8
( —150)

—15.9
( —80)
—20.2

( —100)
—5.17

( —25)
—5.29

( —25)
—5.29

( —25)
—5.33

( —25)
—5.33

( —25)
—5.33

{—25)

(b, ')
25.1

( —30)

H

350

230

145

145

145

145

145

145

the Ho compound and at 5 kOe for the Er and Tm com-
pound, although the saturation values are different from
those of the easy directions. Our calculations elucidate,
quite satisfactorily, the difference of the magnetization
processes between 4.2 and 290 K.

Figure 6 shows the calculated magnetization curves of
the three directions of the Tm compound in the magnetic
fields up to 1800 kOe at T=O K. The [001] magnetiza-
tion increases rnonotonically with increasing field across
the [100] and [110] curves above 150 kOe, and ap-
proaches the expected magnetization value of the fer-
romagnetic ordering of Fe and R sublattices. The [100]
and [110] curves show the FOMP accompanied with an
abrupt transition from the ferrimagnetic to ferromagnetic
ordering. The noncollinear spin structure still remains
after the transition. This transition has not yet been
found experimentally, although an incipient stage was ob-
served.

magnetic field, the Zeeman term causes mixing of the ex-
cited multiplet, which contributes significantly to the
paramagnetic susceptibility even at low temperatures.
The effect of excited J multiplets of Sm + ion subjected
simultaneously to a CEF and an exchange field has been
discussed by several authors, ' ' who lay emphasis
on the mixing of multiplet via the CEF. In this study we
note the importance of the mixing of rnultiplets caused by
the exchange interaction 2S H especially in the Sm
compounds and also in the Nd and Pr compounds. For a
light R 3+ ion, the expectation value (S, ) = ( 1 —gI )J is
smaller than 5 within the ground J multiplet. The rnix-
ing of the excited multiplet increases the expectation
value (S, ), and lowers the expectation value of the ex-
change energy 2S H

100

B. R &Fe&4B with light R elements

The situation for the light R compounds is not so sim-

ple as the heavy R compounds. For example, the first ex-
cited H7/2 rnultiplet of a free Srn + ion lies at a distance
of only 1225 K above the ground H5&z multiplet. %hen
the paramagnetic Sm + ion is subjected to an external

C4 50—

T~Fe &&B

Ho Er Tm Yb

TABLE IV. Calculated and observed spin reorientation tem-
perature T, (K) of the heavy R compounds. 600 1200

H (koe)
1800

T, (cal)
T, (obs)

'Reference 5.
Reference 11.

56
58'

328
323'

343
315'

210
»Sb FIG. 6. Calculated magnetization curves for Tm&Fe&4B at 0

K in external fields up to 1800 kOe. The [100] and [110]curves
show FOMP accompanied with transition from the ferrimagnet-
ic to ferromagnetic ordering.
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1. SmzFes&B

In the Sm compound the eSect mentioned above causes
remarkable influence on the spin structure and magneti-
zation process. To illustrate the influence of the excited J
multiplet more specifically we consider a case in which
the parameters given in Table III are assumed and the
J=—,

' and —,
' multiplets with X=350 K are taken into ac-

count. The ground-state wave function
~

1) of an R(1) ion
is given by

J
a,sr(I)

~
J,M),

J=5/2, 7/2 M = —J
J

I uJM(1)~
J=5/2, 7/2 M = —J

(39)

=0.646+0. 118—0.474

=0.291, (40)

m)y ——m( (J = —,')+m) (J =—,')—5S)

=0.156+0.057+0.007

=0.220,

m) —(m f +m ) =0365 .1x 1y

(41)

(42)

When only the ground multiplet is taken into account, we
obtain m» ——0.700, m» ——0.129, and m

&

——0.712 which is
close to the free ion value gJJ=0.714.

In Eqs. (40) and (41), the first and second terms
represent the magnetic moments belonging to the J = —,

'
and —,

' multiplets, respectively. The third terms, —5S
given by Eq. (29), represent the magnetic moment arising
from the intermultiplet interaction. The results are
shown in Fig. 7. The vector —58 is almost parallel to the
molecular field H, which means that this induced mag-

The magnetic moment (in units of ps) of the R (1) ion
calculated by Eqs. (27)-(30) is

m, „=m,„(J=—', )+m, „(J=—', ) —5S,„

T =OK

L 0 I 0'3[OI 01
R(1),R(4& F

-' ~5100'3 — -'~ (1003

R(2),R(5)
(b)(a)

[.0 I Oi

(c}

-~ t:1003

netic moment lowers the exchange energy considerably.
The short dashed line with arrow in Fig. 7 represents the
magnetic moment of the R (1) ion in the case in which
only the ground J multiplet is taken into account. The
—5S term markedly reduces ' the magnetic moment of
the Sm ion and considerably enhances the noncollinearity
between the spins.

When an external field is applied along the [001] direc-
tion, the —5S term causes peculiar rotation of the mag-
netic moment of the Sm ion. The magnetic moment of
the Sm ion rotates toward the [001]direction at first, i.e.,
opposite to the direction of H, and then it returns back
when the field is further increased.

The influence of the excited multiplets on the spin
structure of the Sm compound is more pronounced at
higher temperatures. The calculated spin structures at
T=O, 290, and 400 K are shown in Fig. 8 for the three
cases where the multiplet(s) of (a) J = —,', (b) J =—', and —,',
(c) J =—'„—'„and —,'are taken into account. The parame-
ters used in the calculation are given in Table III. The
transition from ferromagnetism to ferrimagnetism in

keeping the noncollinear spin structure will occur in the
Sm compound with increasing temperature.

When an external field is applied along the [001] direc-
tion the magnetic moments of Fe ions rotate simply from
[100] toward [001], while the magnetization process of
Sm ions is complicated, depending on whether or not the
excited Jmultiplets are taken into account in the calcula-
tion. At T=O K, the noncollinear ferromagnetic spin
structure in the (001) plane shown in Fig. 8 changes to
the collinear ferromagnetic structure in the [001] direc-
tion at the saturation field of about 1000 kOe. On the

L' 0 I 03
Y

60101

T = 290K

L. O Iol
I

t'. 0 I 0]

-8
foal (g &?/2)~Z ~ 5/2

- )Io %(J~ 5/21
= X C 1003

Fe

(a)

[.OI 03

:~t. l003

(b)
T = 400K

CO I 03 I:0Ioj

- ~ tl003

(c)

; m fl003

- ~61003 -~ l. 1003 ~ '- ~t.1003

FIG. 7. Influence of the first excited J multiplet on the mag-
netic moment of Sm ion of Sm2Fe&4B: m{J=

z ) and m( J=
~ )

represent the magnetic moments belonging to the J=
2

and —',

multiplets, respectively, —5S the magnetic moment arising
from intermultiplet interaction, and m the resultant moment.
The short dashed line with arrow represents the magnetic mo-
ment within the ground J multiplet, which is very close to
gJJ=0.714. Parameters are given in Table III.

(a) (b) (c)

FIG. 8. Calculated spin structures of Sm2Fe&4B at T=O, 290,
and 400 K for three cases where the multiplet(s) (a) J= z, (b)

J=
~

and z, (c) J = ~, —,, and
~

are taken into account. We as-

sumed the same CEF for both f and g sites, that is,
A„(1)= A„(4) and A„(2)= A„(3), so that mi ——m4 and

m2 ——m3. The parameters are given in Table III.
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other hand, at temperatures between 200 and 270 K, the
noncollinear ferromagnetic spin structure in the (001)
plane changes to the collinear ferrimagnetic structure in
the [001] direction at the saturation field. In this case,
the magnetic moments of the Sm ions rotate from the
(001) plane toward the [001] direction against the exter-
nal field. At 400 K, the spin structure is already noncol-
linear ferrimagnetic in the (001) plane at H=O, and an
external field in the [001] direction causes the collinear
ferrimagnetic structure in the [001]direction.

The observed' ' and calculated magnetization curves
of the Sm compound are shown in Fig. 9. The [001]
curves are calculated for the three cases where the
multiplet(s) of (a) J =—'„(b) J =—', and —'„(c)J =—'„—',, and

—,
' are taken into account. The inhuence of the excited J
multiplets on the magnetization is evident. The anoma-
lous increase in the [001] curve above 200 kOe arises
from the sixth-order CEF terms whose effect appears
only through the excited J multiplets because the sixth-
order Stevens factor y is zero for a Sm + ion. The values
of b2 larger than 0.2 give rise to a better agreement with
the observed [110] curve without afFecting the other
curves.

2. NdgFe)~B

The magnetization vector of the Nd compound tilts at
about 32' from the [001] to the [110]direction at 4.2 K.
The tilting angle decreases monotonically with increasing
temperature and becomes zero at about 135 K, much
higher than that in the Ho compound (58 K). The mag-
netization measured by Kajiwara et al. ' ' showed a
sudden jump in the [100] direction at about H =170
kOe, but no anomalous change was observed in the [110]
direction up to 300 kOe. After the jump, the magnetiza-
tion vector seems to lie in the [100]direction.

Our calculations show that the spin structure below T,
is noncollinear but all magnetic moments of Fe and Nd
ions lie in the (110)plane, i.e., $0=/; =45' (i = 1 —4), and

~

0—8;
~

is of the order of a degree. The SR temperature
T, depends strongly on the strength of molecular field
H acting on the Nd ion. To reproduce the observed T,
it is necessary to take much larger H than that for the
heavy R compounds. A conventional phenomenological
theory which assumes the anisotropy energy given by Eq.
(35) requires the sixth-order anisotropy energy terms to
produce a jump in the magnetization curve in this case.
In our model the jump in the [100] curve can be repro-
duced in terms of the CEF coefficients up to fourth order.
By inspecting Eqs. (34) and Fig. 3, we find out that the
A4 2 term is favorable for such a jump. For example, a
set of parameters H =350 K, b 2

——0.39, b 2
——0.85,

b4 ——7.8, b4 ——16, and b4 ——15, which reproduces the
zero-field tilting angle 8o——32' at 0 K, gives rise to a jump
in the [100] direction at HJ ——135 kOe. The SR tempera-
ture, however, is 65 K, much lower than the observed
value, which is due to the shallow minimum of the free
energy.

In order to make the free-energy minimum deeper at
about 6)o=32' for H=O and to stabilize it, A 6(b6 ) term is

necessary, and A6(b6) term is also favorable for the

jump in the [100] direction as can be seen from Eqs. (34)
and Fig. 3. The results of calculations are shown in Fig.
10, where the parameters given in Table III are used and
the ground and first excited J multiplets are taken into
account. This set of parameters yields the values Op=31',
H =160 kOe, and T, =130 K, and a larger value of Az

'o
(b2 —0. 16—0.17) yields a field closer to the observed
H =170 kOe. A similar set of parameters has been ob-
tained by Li, without taking account of the excited J
multiplets.
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FIG. 9. Observed (Refs. 12 and 38) and calculated magneti-
zation curves for Sm2FeI4B. The solid lines represent the results
in which ground {J= —,

' ), first (J= —,
'

), and second (J=—', ) excit-

ed multiplets are taken into account. The long dashed and short
dashed lines represent the [001] curves in which J = —,

' and —',

multiplets and J =
2

multiplet are taken into account, respec-

tively. Parameters used in the calculation are given in Table III.

FIG, 10. Observed (Refs. 16 and 17) and calculated magneti-
zation curves for Nd2Fe&4B. Solid lines represent the results in

which the ground (J= —, ) and first excited {J = —", ) multiplets

are taken into account, while long dashed lines the results in-

cluding the ground multiplet only. Parameters are given in

Table III ~
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3. PrgFeggB

For the Pr compound whose magnetization curve at
room temperature is similar to that of the Nd compound,
the spin direction remains parallel to the c axis even at
4.2 K. Recently Hiroyoshi et al. ' observed the FOMP
in both [100] and [110] directions at low temperatures.
Magnetization jumps occur at about 130 and 160 kOe in
the [100] and [110] directions, respectively. After the
abrupt increase, however, the magnetization does not
reach the easy direction value, in marked contrast to the
case of the Nd compound. An inspection of Eqs. (34) and
Fig. 3 suggests that A 6 term is favorable for such transi-
tions. The magnetization curves calculated using the pa-
rameters in Table III are shown in Fig. 11. The solid
lines represent the results in which the ground J=4 and
the first excited J=5 multiplets are taken into account,
while long dashed lines include only the ground multi-
plet. Calculated values of H are 145 and 180 kOe in the
[100] and [110] directions, respectively. A better agree-
ment with the experiment is obtained with a value of
Az(bz) smaller than that given in Table III. ' The
influence of the excited multiplet on the magnetization
curve is remarkable near the transition field; it enlarges
the discontinuous change of the magnetization at H .J

It is of significance to mention the difference in the
magnetization process between the [100] and [110]direc-
tions. When the field is applied along the [100] direction,
the magnetic moments of Fe ions rotate from [001] to-
ward [100]within the (010) plane while the R moments at
f (g1)2and fz(gl ) sites show different behavior because
the easy direction of the R ions in the c plane is either
[110]or [110]direction, hence the noncoplanar magnetic
structure is realized. If the direction of each moment is
specified by polar angles (8o Po) for the Fe moment, and

by (8, , $, ) and (8z, (I)2) for the R moments at f, and f2
sites, respectively, the relations Po

——0, —P, =$2, and

90
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Hp/0] =8p are fulfilled. When the field is applied along
the [110] direction, on the other hand, all moments are
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FIG. 11. Observed (Ref. 18) and calculated magnetization
curves for Pr2Fe]4B. Solid lines represent the results in which
the ground (J=4) and first excited (J=5) multiplets are taken
into account, while long dashed lines the results including the
ground multiplet only. Parameters are given in Table III.

FIG. 12. Field dependence of the magnetic moments of
Pr2Fe&4B at 0 K when an external field H is applied along the
[100] direction: Fe moment mo=(mo ——2.2p&, 8o, go

——0), R(Pr)
moment m, =(m;, 8;,P;), i =1—4. The solid lines represent the
results in which the ground (J=4) and first excited (J=5) multi-
plets are taken into account, while long dashed line the results
including the ground multiplet only. (a) 8O, 8, vs 8, (b) Po, P; vs

H, (c) m; vs H ( m; is independent of i ). The chain line
represents the free-ion value for the ground multiplet.
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V. DISCUSSION

The magnetic anisotropy in R 2Fe,4B is understood sat-
isfactorily through the study of R ion subjected to a crys-
talline electric field combined with an exchange field.
This success comes from the fortunate circumstances in

R2Fe,48 where the contribution of R ions can be separat-
ed from that of Fe ions. We can obtain the information
about the Fe sublattice from the observed results of the Y
compound. It should be recognized that the rare-earth
metals are transition elements and they will contribute
something to the magnitude of Fe moment and the in-
teraction between Fe moments. This contribution, how-
ever, has been ignored in the present paper except that
the temperature dependence of H is corrected so as to
reproduce the observed Curie temperature for each
R,Fe,48.

In the Ce compound, like the Y compound, it appears
that the Ce ion is in the Ce + state and only the Fe ions
have the magnetic moments. The Curie temperature of
the Ce compound, T, =422 K, much lower than that of
other R compounds seems to arise from the influence of
the Ce + state on the Fe sublattice.

Although we have assumed the same CEF potential for
both f and g sites, different potentials are indispensable
for the two sites to explain the spin structure observed by
neutron diffraction. But as far as the magnetization is
concerned, the distinction between f and g sites is not
essential.

Present analysis has shown that a systematic descrip-
tion of the magnetization process in R2Fe,4B is possible
when the CEF parameters are scaled to the point charge
values, although larger sixth-order CEF parameters
b& ( A s ) are necessary for the light R compounds rather
than for the heavy R compounds. Furthermore, for the
light R compounds, much larger molecular field H is
necessary to explain the observed results, especially for
the high SR temperature of the Nd compound. Now we
have no explanation for this large H for the light R
compounds, although Cadogan et al. have obtained
similar results for H by comparing experimental T,
values. Moreover, the temperature dependence of the
magnetization observed in the low-temperature range can
be favorably explained by steeper decreasing of H (T)
rather than mo(T). These facts may be partly due to the
R-R exchange interaction which is neglected here.

The negative sign of b6 for the Nd and Pr compounds
means that the sign of the corresponding CEF potential is
opposite to that arising from the point charges of neigh-
boring R + ions. Results of calculations, ' which take
also the point charges of Fe and 8 ions into account, do
not consistently account for the required sign of A„.
Various interactions coming from a quantum-mechanical
origin should contribute to CEF. ' Molecular or co-
valent binding (and correlation or valence fluctuation
might as well) tends to concentrate electric charge along
bond lines connecting between nuclear centers. A
modified (or extended) point-charge model may possibly
give rise to CEF parameters consistent with our predic-
tion of 3„. It is worthwhile to point out that the values
of A„(n (4) are of the same order for all the R com-

pounds.
The FOMP observed for the Nd and Pr compounds

show no hysteresis of the magnetization. Our calculation
gives a maximum of the free energy between the two
minima which have the same value at the transition field.
The height of the potential barrier is about 5 K per two
formula units for the Pr compound at T=O K, so that the
FOMP should exhibit a hysteresis if only the simultane-
ous rotation of the magnetization is permitted. There
must exist some nucleation-growth mechanism to change
the direction of the magnetization vector without loss of
energy.

Next, the influence of the excited J multiplets on the
magnetization process should be discussed. The first ex-
cited J multiplets of free Nd + and Pr + ions lie at 2300
and 2600 K, respectively, above the ground J multiplet,
which are considerably higher than 1225 K of Sm +.
Hence, the influence of the excited multiplets on the spin
structure and magnetization process will be very small in
the Nd and Pr compounds as compared with the Sm
compound. We assumed that in R2Fe,4B compounds the
exchange energy 2S H for the R ion is about 140-350
K, which is considerably larger than the Zeeman energy
(L+2S) H. The nondiagonal matrix elements of 2S.H
between the ground and the first excited multiplets cause
most of the mixing of the excited multiplet and the
change of the free energy. When an external field is ap-
plied in the hard direction, the angle between S and mo
may increase, so that the scalar product 2S.H may de-
crease with increasing field. This gives rise to a change in
the matrix elements of 2S.H between the ground and
first excited multiplets. Thus the influegce of the excited
multiplet appears in the magnetization curve.

As seen in Fig. 11, this effect is very large in the vicini-
ty of FOMP, where the free-energy curve of the system
has two shallow minima when plotted against the direc-
tion of the magnetization vector. In this case the curva-
ture around the minima is so small that a slight energy
change arising from the matrix elements of 2S H be-
tween the ground and the excited multiplets causes rather
a large change in positions of the minima, namely, the
directions of the magnetization vector. When the magni-
tude of the field is far apart from that of FOMP, the
free-energy curve has only one deep minimum. Thus
only a slight change in the minimum position or the mag-
netization due to the excited multiplet is expected.

The above effect is much smaller for the heavy R com-
pounds because the first excited multiplet of heavy R ion
lies at higher energy level than that of the light R ion,
and moreover the expectation value (S, ) =(gJ —l)J is
equal to S for the heavy R + ion, so that the —6S term,
given by Eq. (29), arising from the mixing of excited
states is expected to be negligibly small.

Finally in connection with the influence of mixing of
the excited J multiplets, we mention the concept of the
anisotropic exchange interaction, which is common-
ly used in the spectroscopic study of the rare-earth iron
garnet (RIG). ' The situation in RIG is similar to that
in RzFe&48: the Fe-Fe exchange interaction is much
stronger than that of the Fe-R, and weaker R-R interac-
tion may be neglected. Much spectroscopic work has
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been done on RIG. Optical absorption spectra of the R
ion determine the energy splitting of R ion in the pres-
ence of CEF, external field, and exchange field. In tradi-
tional analyses, the splitting of Kramers doublet of R ion
is described in terms of g tensor and exchange field tensor
in the framework of the effective spin 5 = —,'. The
anisotropic exchange means that the two tensors do not
have the same anisotropy. To explain the observed op-
tical absorption spectra, the anisotropy of exchange field
is indispensable, if we approach the problem in this
manner. In our treatment of the R ion in R2Fe&4B, on
the other hand, g(2J+1))& g (2J+1) matrices of the
Hamiltonian Eq. (13) are diagonalized to obtain the ener-

gy splitting. Then the anisotropy of the molecular field

due to A,L.S is taken into account automatically.
Thus we can explain the magnetic behavior of R2Fe,4B

quite successfully. The same treatment is applicable to
R &Coi4B. Recently Hiroyoshi et al. ' have observed
FOMP in Nd2Co&4B. Detailed analysis of the magnetic
properties of R2Co, 4B will be published elsewhere.
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